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[R] - ITEM IS RESTRICTED
1. COMPLETE RECHECK PHOTOS ALL VISITORS TO CUBAN EMB AUGUST THRU FIRST HALF NOW AGAINST GOOD PRESS PHOTOS SHOWS NO EVIDENCE OSWALD VISIT. SIMILAR BLANK AGAINST ALL SOVEMB PHOTOS FROM 1 SEPT. NOTE ONLY VISIT WE KNOW HE MADE WAS CUBAN EMBASSY 28 SEPT., SATURDAY ON WHICH EMB CLOSED AND WE HAVE NOT HAD COVERAGE. IN FUTURE WILL REQUIRE AT LEAST HALF DAY PHOTO COVERAGE BOTH SOV AND CUBAN EMBASSIES.

2. CHECK MANIFEST ALL PLANES ARRIVING MEXI CENTRAL AIRPORT FROM U.S. FAILS SHOW OSWALD ARRIVAL UNDER ANY LIKELY VARIANT HIS NAME. PASSING THIS INFO GOM ASKING THEY CHECK BORDER AIRPORTS FROM WHICH OSWALD MIGHT HAVE FLOWN MEXICO CITY. WE DO NOT GET MANIFESTS THESE DOMESTIC FLIGHTS.
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